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USE OF ENGINEERING STRAIN AND TREFFfZ THEORY 
IN BUCKLING OF COLUMNS8 

Discussion by Zdenek P. Baiant,J Fellow, ASCE 

This paper is interesting ~~t misleading: ~ number of such pal?ers qu~s
tioning the differences in crItIcal ~o~d pre~lcttons ~pparent~y assocIated wlt~ 
different possible definitions of fInIte stram and ~Ifferent IDcremental equI
librium relations at finite strain have appeared 10 the past [s~e the .revlew 
in Baiant (1971) and Bazant and Ce~olin (1991)]. The q.uestl~n ralse~ by 
the authors is of the same nature as In another recent diSCUSSion (Bazant 
1992), and,therefore no more than a brief explanation is nc?~ed. 

The authors' interpretation of the differences ~etween. ~f1tl~al 100lds for 
the engineering strain definition and the Gr~en ~tram defimtlon IS er~oneou~. 
The authors implicitly assume that the tensIle (mcremental) Young s el.ashc 
modulus is the same in both cases, but it cannot be the .sam~. There IS .an 
infinite number of various possible second-order approxImatIons to the 10-

cremental finite strain tensor, which have the form: 

flfr) = fl;j - exek;ekj ...................................... ,. (19a) 

ex = 1 - ; ....................... , ....................... (19b) 

·.n which E" = incremental Green's (Langranian) finite strain tensor in I, 'bl . 1 Cartesian coordinates x;(i = 1, 2, 3); E'r) = other POSSI e mcre~enta 
finite strain tensors characterized by any real ~umber m; and ~;i == mcre
mental linearized (small) strain tensor. When mcremental stabl!lty formu
lations corresponding to different efr) are used, the same matenal must be 
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represented by different fourth-ordet tcMon of incremental (tangential) 
moduli q'k) (BaZant and Cedolin 1991) which have been known since 1971 
(BaZant 1971) to be related as follows: 

2-m 
C~;l = Cijkl + --4- (S;k&j/ + Sjk&i/ + Si/&jk + Sj/&,k) ....•.....• (20) 

where C;jkl = the incremental moduli correspondirig to the choice of Green's 
finite strain tensor, for which m = 2; S;j = initial (Cauchy) stress tensor; 
and &;j = Kronecker delta. For the special case of a column under initial 
stress, S;j reduces to initial uniaxial stress SII ::= (10 == - PIA, where P == 
axial force (positive for compression) and A == cross-section area. 

The case m == 2 corresponds to Green's finite strain tensor, while the 
case m = 1 corresponds to Biot's strain, tensor, called by the authors "en
gineering strain." For these cases (and when the Poisson effect is neglected, 
Q'i'l3 = 0), (20) reduces to 

£(1) = £ + Go ............................................. (21) 

where £ and £(1) are the tangential moduli at initial stress Go for the Green's 
strain and for Biot's strain. If (21) is used, then the, author's expression 
[(19)] for the critical stress corresponding to the Green's strain tensor can 
be transformed to their expression [(16)] for the critical stress corresponding 
to the "engineering strain" (i.e., Biot strain). 

Thus there is no contradiction, no difference between the results based 
on the engineering strain definition and on Green's strain definition. In 
particular, there is no difference between the critical loads. The difference 
between the curves in the author's Fig. 2 is merely a manifestation of con
sidering different materials, characterized by different incremental consti
tutive laws (with different values of modulus £ depending on Go), and it is 
incorrect to interpret it as a discrepancy between different theories. 
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Closure by C. M. Wangf and W. A. M. Alwis5 

The writers would like to thank the discusser for his clarification on the 
apparent difference between the critical load solutions resulting from the 
use of two strain functions. The difference is attributed to the use of a 
common Young's modulus E in place of the different elastic moduli (rep
resenting the same material)- for the engineering strain and Green strain 
formulations. Accordingly, the critical load solutions may be implicitly ex
pressed as either 
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P -rr2Ee[ ( .. .• I') (22) 
cr = -[-2 - engmeerlng stram tormu ahon ................... . 

or 

............... (23) 

where E', Ell = incremental elastic moduli at load Per corresponding to 
engineering strain and Green strain, respectively; and [ = the length of the 
column under the axial load Per. As pointed out by the discusser, the re
lationship between the two moduli is E' =: Eg - PjA and hence the critical 
loads given by (22) and (23) are identical. 

Although a unique solution is ensured through the application of appro
priate moduli for different incremental strain expressions, the differences 
in solutions discussed by the writers are of importance from an engineering 
viewpoint. In the discusser's description of material behavior, the elastic 
moduli are functions of stress. However, in the engineering practice, elastic 
moduli are treated and extensively used as constants. Characterisation of a 
material for design purposes becomes unduly complicated for most practical 
applications if a single set of constant moduli is not adopted. A compromise 
would be to approximate one among the alternative moduli to a constant 
and to derive all necessary formulae using the appropriate strain expression, 
so as to avoid any confusion. Such a strong measure or any other corrective 
action need not be taken unless the error, due to adopting a solution derived 
from an incompatible strain expression and common constant elastic moduli, 
is justifiably large. Thus, it is important to investigate the differences in 
solutions due to adopting various strain definitions together with cornman 
constant elastic moduli. Naturally, such investigations would become simpler 
if the discusser's description of incremental moduli is exploited. 


